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The Center for Research in Informatics,
Sciences and Engineering (RISE) at the
American University of Kuwait inaugurat-

ed its annual Lecture Series Wednesday with a
lecture entitled, “Cuban Biotechnology vs the
Diabetic Foot: Strategy, Results and Kuwait
Clinical Trials.” The event’s VIP guest list included
the Ambassador of Cuba in Kuwait, His
Excellency Andres Gonzalez Garrido, and his
wife, in addition to a number of renowned AUK
faculty members.   

Commencing with welcoming remarks from
RISE Director Dr Amir Zeid, and the Dean of the
College of Art and Sciences Dr Rawda Awwad,
the lecture shed light on the ongoing collabo-
ration between the Cuban Center for Genetic
Engineering and Biotechnology (CIGB) and
Kuwait’s Dasman Diabetes Institute (DDI). The
joint efforts of the two bodies have successfully
wielded Cuban research in the treatment of dia-
betic foot ulcers in Kuwait. “We have chosen to
commence our Lecture Series with this beacon
of scientific hope,” Dr Zeid said of the event, “A
little over a year ago we had a dream of creat-
ing this intellectual hub for innovators from all
walks of life or corners of earth to come voice
their visions here at AUK. This is what RISE is
about. I’m glad to have witnessed this vision
materialize here tonight.”

Latest innovation
Presentations by CIGB Assistant Researchers

Dr Lianet Rodriguez Cabrera and Ridel Jesus
Febles Sanabria tackled the latest Cuban inno-
vation in Biotechnology, Health Sciences and
Medicine. “This is a great opportunity on so

many levels,” Dr Rodriguez noted, “Getting to
share scientific experiences and interact with
the Kuwaiti audience here tonight truly is a
remarkable leap forward.” 

Dr Rodriguez obtained her PhD in Biological
Sciences with a specialization in Molecular
Biosciences from the University of Havana,
Cuba, in 2013. Dr Febles on the other hand is an
Angiology and Vascular Surgery Specialist at
the Cuban Jose R Lopez Tabranes Provincial
Teaching Hospital. Both scientists are members
of a team of experts currently overseeing the
center’s clinical trials at DDI.

The evening marked the kickoff of this year’s
RISE Lecture Series set to cover a plethora of
academic disciplines and interests, as the Dean
of the Colleges of Arts and Sciences Dr Rawda
Awwad said, “For us to advance this process for-
ward, outreach and partnerships between
higher education and the economic sector,
public and private enterprises are essential in
linking new knowledge to development goals.” 

Strong connections 
A primary source of AUK’s interdiscipli-

nary research and development endeavors,

RISE aims at forging strong intellectual con-
nections among local and international inno-
vators, as well as academia and industry
practitioners - whilst concurrently fostering
efforts for community engagement and out-
reach. 

The AUK Center for Research in
Informatics, Sciences, and Engineering (RISE)
serves as AUK’s primary source for research
and development activities, a bridge to
industry, and an important venue for com-
munity outreach. RISE adapts an integrative
model by forging connections between aca-

demic disciplines, local and international
innovators, academia and industry, as well as
technology and society.  

The American University of Kuwait (AUK)
is an independent, private, equal opportuni-
ty, and co-educational liberal arts institution
of higher education. The educational, cultur-
al and administrative structure, methods and
standards of AUK are based on the American
model of higher learning. The language of
instruction is English. More information on
the American University of Kuwait can be
found at www.auk.edu.kw.
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RISE Center at AUK holds Lecture on ‘Cuban Biotechnology vs Diabetic Foot’

Group photo after the lecture. Dr Rawda Awwad presenting Certificate
of Appreciation to Dr Ridel Jesus Febles
Sanabria.

Dr Rawda Awwad presenting Certificate
of Appreciation  to Dr Lianet Rodriguez
Cabrera.

Ahmadi Governor Sheikh Fawaz Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah patronized and attended a ceremony organized recently by the Hadiya Co-operative Society to honor shareholders’ outstanding children.

The American Society of Safety
Engineers (ASSE), Kuwait
Chapter as a part of continuous

efforts in its professional journey,
organized an Awareness workshop
With the support from Kuwait Fire
Service Directorate (KFSD) on Basic
firefighting awareness workshop on
28th November 2015 at Salmiya Fire
Station, KFSD. 

Janet Najare, Deputy Head, WISE
Committee welcomed the partici-
pants for the Workshop. Sampath
Reddy President of ASSE Kuwait
Chapter briefed about the program
outline and thanked KFSD for their
support in hosting the program.  

The training program was pre-
sented by Major Meshari Al Faras,
Head of Planning and Information
Center and First Lt Ali M H Ali, PR and
Media Department, KFSD.

During the presentation, Major
Meshari, informed on the basic com-

ponents of fire, fire classification,
types of extinguishers, causes of fires
in residences and high-rise buildings
etc. He further explained about the
importance of knowing the Basic
firefighting skills and prevention
method to avoid fire occurrence. Ali

stressed on the steps to be taken to
operate a portable fire extinguisher
by any individual in case of emer-
gency due to fire, the inspection of
fire extinguishers. He also described
the risk assessment for early detec-
tion and elimination of hazard that

can cause fire.  
The Awareness session was very

much interactive; it was followed by
Question and Answer session. As a
token of appreciation, Ashok
Garlapati, ASSE Advisory Committee
member and Sampath Reddy,

President of ASSE KC, handed over
memento to Major Meshari Al-Faras,
KFSD.

Around 30 women, including
ASSE Kuwait Chapter member’s
spouses, women ASSE members, and
students participated in the aware-

ness workshop. All the participants
were presented with the certificate
of participation. FASCO Safety
Systems Company sponsored the
portable Fire Extinguishers for all the
participants at the end of the pro-
gram. 

ASSE organizes firefighting awareness workshop

Osaimi polyclinic in Kheitan organized a special day for the promotion of healthy child. The event included a lecture on how to take care for children from day one, to make sure they are brought up in a healthy
state, both mentally and physically. Several activities took place during the event with children being involved.


